
Group Exercise on Designing your Own Experimental Evaluation 

Your group has been given 1-2 program issues/questions to address. The individuals who came 

up with the question can help others understand the key features of the program landscape. 

1. Think about how you might solve the issue or question, including solutions that draw on 

the behavioral insights from the morning presentations.   

2. Work through the “ideal” experimental design to test your proposed solution; “ideal” 

means that budget, authority and ethical issues are not constraints.  

3. Work through a practical experimental design that fits with your budget and authority.  

The goals of this exercise are to gain practice (1) in applying behavioral insights; and (2) in 

thinking about how to create an experimental design to test an idea. Don’t get bogged down in 

program or field details. If an important detail is uncertain (e.g., how to measure outcome), just 

make assumptions that capture the essence of the context and move on. Don’t worry about 

whether your sample size is “large enough.” 

Here are questions to guide your group: 

1. What element(s) of the MINDSPACE mnemonic device can be applied to help solve the 

problem or address issue (see next page for reminder of MINDSPACE)? Answering this 

question requires that you think about why it hasn’t already been solved or addressed. 

2. Can you express your solution to the problem in the form of a hypothesis or hypotheses?  

Be as precise as you can be. 

3. What is the intervention(s) to be tested? a.k.a., the treatment(s) 

4. What is the control condition to which the treatment condition will be compared? a.k.a.,  

the counterfactual condition; e.g., no program, the status-quo program, an alternative new 

version of the program, etc. 

5. What is the outcome(s) you will measure? e.g., participation, enrollment, conservation 

plan elements, conservation practices, environmental indicators, etc. 

6. At what level will you measure the outcome? e.g., field, farmer/operator, farm/operation, 

county, local office, watershed, state, etc. 

7. At what level will you assign the treatment? Your answer may or may not be the answer to 

Q6. For example, you may assign treatment at the level of local county office, but you will 

measure outcomes at the farmer level. 

8. Building on Q7, clearly define the group to which you will assign the treatment. For 

example, if you are assigning the treatment at the level of the local office, will you include 

all local offices, a random sample of local offices, local offices in a targeted area, only 

local offices that are interested in participating, ….? 

9. Will you use a complete random design, a randomized phase-in design, or a randomized 

encouragement design? 

10. Are there ethical issues you think need to be addressed? 

11. What are the potential problems that may arise and make interpreting the results more 

difficult? (e.g., attrition; treatment or control group outcomes differ because of the 

experimental design rather than the treatment; spillovers from treatment to control or vice-

versa, etc.) 
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